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The Challenge
Telus planned to communicate its Optik TV and HD 

providing a simple explanation but then also presenting 
lots of options for Canadians in terms of where they could 
go to get more information. 

The Objective
Telus wanted to deliver the overall message that it 
understands Canadian consumers and creates products 
and offers that suit their needs. As well, Telus wanted to 
position itself as delivering good value to its consumers.
   
The Plan
Newspapers were chosen as part of the overall 
communications plan. They provide the opportunity for a 
visual (i.e. animals in Telus’ case), copy (an offer including 
the price) and detailed sources for follow-up (i.e. a phone 
number, website and a list of authorized dealer locations).

The Creative
The ads needed to be consistent with Telus historical white 
background with animals – which they use as their main 
visual draw. In this case, monkeys were used in each if 
their ads. 

The offer was simply put and the technology was minimized. 
The price point of $40 was clearly stated and where to get 
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The Results
Totum Research undertook a study to determine the impact of the newspaper advertising. The Telus campaign was 
extremely effective with two-thirds of readers having seen it. 

The newspaper ad campaign reinforced the company’s positioning of offering the best HD PVR experience – and the 
level of belief grew with increased exposure to the ads.

      -    

Canadians that saw the newspaper ads also believe that Telus provides offers that are good value.  

      -    

or Internet plan today.

      -    

The newspaper ad campaign effectively delivered Telus’ message and the more it was seen the more it resonated!

Believe Telus offers the best HD PVR experience

Believe Telus provides offers that are good value

Would choose Telus if in the market for  
a new TV or Internet plan today


